
Mailing List Website has an important Gas
Station - Convienance Store Owners Lists
Creating BIG Sales for Re Sale Items

Mini Mart & Convenience Store Key Decision

Markers with Buying POWER

Gas Station Owners & Key Decision Makers For

Product Placement

The retail industry is a dynamic one with

plenty of opportunity for sales. However, one

special type of retail outlet is guaranteed to be

visited often.

LAS VEGAS, NV, US, October 1, 2020

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Sprint Data Solutions

Worldwide Marketing is here to help

product-based businesses reach out to the

retailers that can make a difference to their

sales. Many companies are available from

the company’s various business postal

mailing lists that can give product-related

companies a better sales and distribution

channel to grow their business. 

Some businesses do better, reaching out

directly to customers, facilitated with access

to a comprehensive consumer postal

mailing list. Sprint Data Solutions

Worldwide Marketing can provide that, in

addition to the lucrative business to

business mailing lists that allow companies

to share their products with the retailers

that can move them.

Where Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide

Marketing Began

Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing began as the ambition of a disabled veteran. After

serving the country to defend it, the decision was made to serve the economy by reinforcing it.

The company began in Las Vegas, Nevada, helping the business community reach its customers,

and steadily grew. Today, it has staff with a combined total of over 50 years of experience in the

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.sprintdatasolutions.com/
https://www.sprintdatasolutions.com/


Gas Stations Buy All Types of Products for Re

Sale

marketing industry.

Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing

is all about helping a product or service get

to the people who want it or the businesses

that can best promote it. The company

started in direct mail marketing, which

taught valuable principles about data

acquisition, analysis, and processing. These

principles proved crucial as the company

moved into the digital age, providing

customer and corporate data for clients for

digital marketing purposes as well. This has

resulted in a broad swathe of different

databases providing contacts based on

simple data such as geography, and more

demanding demographic characteristics like faith, ethnicity, presence of children, holding a

mortgage, or even political or charity donation.

Today, Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing has grown far beyond serving just Las Vegas,

Nevada. It has expanded its range to the entire United States, including Alaska and Hawaii, as

well as Mexico, and even countries across the Atlantic like France.

Gas Stations

While some inroads are being made with electric vehicles, the gasoline-fueled motor vehicle is

still the dominant form of transportation on American roads. As a result, every gas-fueled motor

vehicle must eventually make a stop at a gas station to refuel. This means that for drivers, there

is an absolute guarantee at some point that they must visit a gas station.

For gas stations themselves, this makes them one of the few retail destinations with guaranteed

visits from anyone that owns a motor vehicle. It’s an unprecedented amount of marketing

“reliability.” For people with certain products, this leads to a strategic placement that can result in

increased sales. As long as a product is portable enough to be appropriate for purchase in a gas

station, this is an excellent way to reach out to customers as gas stations—whether rain, shine,

or even snow—will always have people coming to get more gasoline and buy whatever else they

may need if they see it in the gas station store inventory. 

Gas Station Databases & Convenience Stores Owners

Gas stations require a variety of different products to sell to customers. Different drivers will

have different needs, which is why everything from snacks to over the counter pain medication

to sunglasses or umbrellas. Because they can potentially sell so many things to drivers, they can

be an essential retail sales point for businesses with the right kind of products. Among the

https://www.sprintdatasolutions.com/business-postal-mailing-list/


possible products that the convenience store section of a gas station can sell are:

Dry & Canned Goods

These are portable, easily stored, and have a long shelf life, making them ideal for both travel

and sale in gas stations. Dry goods are products such as coffee filter paper, sugar, and salt.

Canned goods are soups, beans, jam, peanut butter, and other foods.

Meat & Produce

While fresh cuts of beef and chicken are the province of butchers and delicatessens, preserved

meats are similar to canned and dry goods. Ham, bologna, sausages, and other lunch meats are

all possible offerings at gas stations.

Alcohol & Other Beverages

Of course, drinks, including perishables such as milk, or canned soda, or even alcohol, are also

popular items frequently offered for sale at gas stations.

Snacks & Confections

Potato chips in sealed bags, peanuts, and sweeter treats like chewing gum, chocolate bars, or

other candy are all reliable standbys at gas stations that people frequently purchase.

Medication

A gas station is not a pharmacy, so prescription medication can’t be purchased. However, other

medicines, such as pills for headaches, painkillers, or aids for indigestion, can be bought without

a prescription. Vitamins and supplements can also be added to this list for sale in gas stations.

COVID-19 Paraphernalia & Disinfectant Products

The COVID-19 pandemic continues throughout America, making it essential for people to protect

themselves with disposable masks, hand sanitizers, and other gear to stay healthy and safe.

CBD Products & E Cigarettes Buyers Mailing List & Business Lists for Product Placement

Depending on the state, cannabis-based products are now legal, and CBD is an effective form of

anxiety and pain management without any of the psychedelic effects of marijuana. It is now

growing rap-idly in popularity.

Ready To Help



Our gas station databases are the same ones used by the US Department of Energy, so you will

get only the most relevant, up to date information. These databases are perfect for B2B sales

teams to call and generate more business. If you’d like to get access to these databases, or even

get more help in your marketing with things like turnkey direct mail solutions, then we can help.

Just contact Sprint Data Solutions Worldwide Marketing. We can get you the information and

assistance you need to grow your business. When you work with us, you’re supporting an

American company owned and operated by a disabled veteran.

Patrick Trump

Sprint Data Solutions

+1 702-472-8668

email us here
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